Manually - Operated Brass Ferrule Crimper

Features:
- crimps all brass ferrules shown on page 218
- does not include dies
- Dies for ferrule machines are available in standard sets for all ferrules as tabulated (4 segments to a set), supplied with plain or ribbed crimping surface
- height: 27” with handle upright
- base: 8” x 3”
- body: 7¾”

Part #
5111A

Air Operated Brass Ferrule Crimper

Features:
- provides efficient mass production assembly of hose, ferrules, and fittings
- The foot pedal permits the use of both hands, reduces fatigue and speeds production.
- complete with air cylinder, ferrule machine (less dies), fitted hose lengths and necessary control valves
- ready for work bench installation
- crimps all brass ferrules shown on page 218

Part #
1765A

Die sizes for ferrules and machine numbers 1765A and 5111A are on page 219.